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a b s t r a c t

How do additional data of the same and/or different type contribute to reducing model parameter and
predictive uncertainties? Most modeling applications of soil organic carbon (SOC) time series in agri-
cultural field trial datasets have been conducted without accounting for model parameter uncertainty.
There have been recent advances with Monte Carlo-based uncertainty analyses in the field of hydrological
modeling that are applicable, relevant and potentially valuable in modeling the dynamics of SOC. Here we
employed a Monte Carlo method with threshold screening known as Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty
Estimation (GLUE) to calibrate the Introductory Carbon Balance Model (ICBM) to long-term field trail
data from Ultuna, Sweden and Machang’a, Kenya. Calibration results are presented in terms of parame-
ter distributions and credibility bands on time series simulations for a number of case studies. Using these
methods, we demonstrate that widely uncertain model parameters, as well as strong covariance between
inert pool size and rate constant parameters, exist when root mean square simulation errors were within
ncertainty analysis
LUE

CBM

uncertainties in input estimations and data observations. We show that even rough estimates of the inert
pool (perhaps from chemical analysis) can be quite valuable to reduce uncertainties in model parame-
ters. In fact, such estimates were more effective at reducing parameter and predictive uncertainty than
an additional 16 years time series data at Ultuna. We also demonstrate an effective method to jointly,
simultaneously and in principle more robustly calibrate model parameters to multiple datasets across
different climatic regions within an uncertainty framework. These methods and approaches should have

r SOC
benefits for use with othe

. Introduction

Long-term agricultural field trials are necessary tools for
ssessing how agricultural soil stocks will respond to various
anagement strategies, such as tillage practices as well as fer-

ilizer, crop residue, and/or manure amendments (Nandwa, 2001;
ebreczeni and Körschens, 2003; Richter et al., 2007). These exper-

ments take on an added dimension of significance in famine-prone
egions, such as much of Africa, where maintenance of soil organic
atter is seen as a critical link in maintaining soil fertility and

rop productivity (e.g. Nandwa, 2001; Vanlauwe and Giller, 2006;
ationo et al., 2007; Zingore et al., 2008).

Modeling is necessary for extracting information from field trial

atasets and applying it to other areas, such as regional scale simu-

ations (e.g. Falloon and Smith, 2002; Guo et al., 2007; Kamoni et al.,
007a). Questions remain, however, regarding model and param-
ter portability to different climatic regions. For example, several
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models and datasets as well.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

studies (Diels et al., 2004; Traore et al., 2008) have shown that sim-
ulations of agricultural field trial data in tropical regions using the
RothC model were improved if rate constants were changed from
the default originally calibrated in the U.K. (Coleman and Jenkinson,
1996).

It has also been recognized in recent years that we need to
increase awareness and abilities to express uncertainties inherent
in modeling soil carbon data (e.g., Ogle et al., 2003; O’Neill and
Melnikov, 2008; Post et al., 2008). In fact, it has been argued that
environmental modeling in general (including soil carbon models)
is inherently and unavoidably uncertain due to uncertainties and
errors in input and output data, parameter estimation, and model
structures (Beven, 2009). Yet, the vast majority of model calibra-
tions and predictions with SOC models are still conducted with
optimization methods and deterministic perspectives (e.g. Smith
et al., 1997; Andrén and Kätterer, 1997; Diels et al., 2004; Petersen

et al., 2005; Lugato et al., 2007; Kamoni et al., 2007b; Guo et al.,
2007; Traore et al., 2008).

There have been recent advances with Monte Carlo-based
uncertainty analyses in the field of hydrological modeling (e.g.
Beven and Freer, 2001; Kuczera and Parent, 1998) that are appli-
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Fig. 1. Time series of SOC carbon storage for six treatments of the SLU-Ultuna
field trial in Sweden. Each data point represents the mean of four replicates plots.
Standard deviations of replicate data are shown for the fallow, +N-straw, and
manure treatments. Soil depth was 20 cm and average bulk density approximately
1.35 g/cm3. Calculated annual values for the time-variant climate factor, r, are along
the bottom.

Fig. 2. Time histories of SOC storage for six treatments from the Machang’a soil fer-
tility experiment in Kenya. Data represent the mean of three replicate plots for each
treatment. The range of minimum and maximum observations amongst replicates
J. Juston et al. / Ecological M

able, relevant and potentially valuable in modeling the dynamics
f SOC. These methods are fundamentally different from simpler
onte Carlo error-propagation approaches (e.g. Ogle et al., 2003) as

hey seek to refine (condition) knowledge of parameter uncertainty
ased on the information content in the available data and crite-
ia defined by the user of the model. Outputs from these methods
rovide conditioned (posterior) distributions of parameter values
lus uncertainty bounds on simulated dynamics. There are very few
xamples in the current literature of these methods applied to soil
arbon studies (e.g. Xenakis et al., 2008).

This paper addresses the questions:

What types of insights can be gained by calibrating a soil carbon
model with uncertainty analysis rather than deterministically?
Can an uncertainty framework provide insights for model porta-
bility from study sites in cold temperate Sweden to tropical
Kenya?

We employed the Introductory Carbon Balance Model (ICBM)
or this investigation, and use the original dataset and model
arameterization (Andrén and Kätterer, 1997) as a jumping off
oint for alternate analyses. New calibrations are performed to
xtended time series from the long-term field trial in Uppsala, Swe-
en (Persson and Kirchmann, 1994) using a Monte Carlo method
ith threshold screening known as Generalized Likelihood Uncer-

ainty Estimation (GLUE) (Beven and Freer, 2001). We introduce
n additional 16 years of data for model calibration compared to
he original parameterization. Calibration results are presented in
erms of parameter distributions and credibility bands on time
eries simulations. The same model and calibration approach were
hen applied to a second dataset from a long-term trial in Machang’a
enya (Kihanda et al., 2005). A third calibration was then per-

ormed investigating joint and simultaneous calibration of model
arameters to both datasets. This last case study builds on work by
etersen et al. (2005), wherein a simultaneous calibration to mul-
iple datasets was conducted within an optimization framework.

. Methods

.1. Study sites

The “Frame trial” is situated at the Swedish University of Agri-
ultural Sciences (SLU-Ultuna) in Uppsala, Sweden. Plots are 4 m2

n a randomized block design consisting of 15 treatments with four
eplicates each (Persson and Kirchmann, 1994). Soil was classi-
ed as Eutric Cambisol with 37% clay, 41% silt, 23% sand. Average
nnual temperature at the site is 5.4 ◦C and average annual pre-
ipitation is 520 mm/year. We selected six of the 15 experimental
reatments from the SLU-Ultuna Frame Trial for modeling (Table 1).
his selection was consistent with prior modeling by Andrén and
ätterer (1997). Soil carbon inputs varied among treatments and
onsisted of biennial amendments of straw or farmyard manure
n addition to below-ground contributions from root production
Table 1). A rather unique aspect of the Ultuna trials is that car-
on content in biennial amendments are precisely measured and
ontrolled across replicates and treatments. Carbon inputs from
oot production are not directly measured but have been previ-
usly estimated with allometric functions (Andrén and Kätterer,
997). Nonetheless, response variations across replicates are gen-
rally representative of stochasticity and uncertainty in responses

nd observations, as input variation is for the most part controlled
or (i.e., minimal). Eighteen measurements of soil carbon content
%) in the upper 20 cm for the six selected treatments were avail-
ble as cross-replicate means from 1956 to 2007. Time series of soil
arbon storage (kg/m2) in the upper 20 cm (Fig. 1) were estimated
is shown for the C (control) and A2 (10 t/year manure amendment) treatments. Soil
depth was 20 cm and average bulk density approximately 1.28 g/cm3. Calculated
seasonal values for the time-variant climate factor, r, are along the bottom.

from carbon content using an interpolated time series of available
bulk density data. The initial organic carbon content in the upper
20 cm was about 1.5% (Persson and Kirchmann, 1994), resulting in
an initial condition of approximately 4.3 kg/m2 total storage used
in model simulations. Data on the variability (standard deviation)
of soil carbon content observations between treatment replicates
were available for 1971–1991 (Fig. 1). The mean standard devia-
tion in replicate responses had no trend with the mean magnitude
of measured SOC and was approximately 0.14 kg/m2. Daily meteo-
rological data were available from the site from 1970 to 2004. The
SLU-Ultuna Frame Trial data has also been used for model valida-
tion in several other studies using RothC (Falloon and Smith, 2002),
Century (Paustian et al., 1992; Falloon and Smith, 2002), Q-model
(Hyvönen et al., 1996; Nilsson et al., 2005) and CN-SIM (Petersen
et al., 2005) models.

The field trial in Kenya was located approximately 200 km
northeast of Nairobi outside the town of Machang’a. Plots were
5 m2 in a randomized block design consisting of nine treatments
with three replicates each (Kihanda et al., 2005). Soils were classi-
fied as Chrombic Cambisol with 57% clay, 13% silt, and 31% sand.
Average annual temperature at the site was 22.8 ◦C and average
annual precipitation was 789 mm/year. We selected six of the nine
treatments at Machang’a for modeling (Table 1, Fig. 2). There were
two cropping seasons at Machang’a (typical to the region). Soil car-

bon amendments were made in select treatments (Table 1) once
per year for manure (September) and twice per year from crop
residues of the previous growing season (Kihanda et al., 2005). Bi-
annual time series of dry-weight crop residues and grain yields
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Table 1
Treatments from the Ultuna and Machang’a long-term agricultural field trails that were used for modeling. Treatment names are consistent with those used in source
materials (Andrén and Kätterer, 1997; Kihanda et al., 2005). Carbon inputs used in modeling are summarized as long-term average annual values for crop residue, manure
and below-ground sources. Treatments B1 and B2 at Machang’a received manure supplementation for the first 3 years, but none thereafter.

Site Treatment name Averaged carbon inputs to soil (kg/m2/year)

Crop residue additions Manure additions Below-ground contributions

Ultuna

Fallow 0 0 0
+N + straw 0.19 0 0.095
noN + straw 0.19 0 0.058
noN 0.0 0 0.057
+N − straw 0.0 0 0.091
Manure 0.0 0.19 0.092

A1 0.16 0.15 0.060
A2 0.17 0.31 0.067

0.15/0.0 0.038
0.31/0.0 0.040
0 0.017
0 0.040
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Fig. 3. The ICBM model structure, as used here. Carbon inputs were categorized as
Machang’a
B1 0.10
B2 0.10
C 0.052
F 0.11

ere available. Crop residue inputs at Machang’a were not stan-
ardized as they were at the SLU-Ultuna site and therefore varied
rom season-to-season and year-to-year. This represents a more
ypical practice for long-term trials. Carbon concentration in crop
esidues at Machang’a was in average 36% (a comparatively low
alue) measured during a 3-year interval (Kihanda et al., 2005).
his value was applied to the full time series of dry-weight residues
o estimate carbon inputs for modeling. Below-ground contribu-
ions from root biomass and exudates were estimated as 25% of
arbon in total above ground storage (stover plus grain yields)
ased on an average value from Bolinder et al. (2007), and then
ultiplied by 0.7 as an approximation of the portion of total below-

round contributions to the upper 20 cm of soil. The net effect of
ccounting for below-ground contributions was approximate 36%
dditional carbon input compared to crop residues alone. There
re uncertainties in this estimate of below-ground contributions,
ut these were not unaccounted for in our analysis. Input time
eries were then synchronized to the available soil carbon data,
uch that soil observations corresponded to end-of-season status.
he experiment was initiated in 1989, however carbon content in
he soil was not measured until 1993, after which it was sampled at
–12 months intervals. Twelve measurements of soil carbon in the
pper 20 cm were available for each replicate from 1993 to 2002
Fig. 2). A plausible SOC initial condition at 1989 has been back
xtrapolated (0.68%) by Kihanda et al. (2005) and has been used as
starting value in several other modeling studies (Kamoni et al.,

007b; Micheni et al., 2004). Soil bulk density data at Machang’a
ere limited and were assumed constant at 1.28 g/cm3 (Micheni et

l., 2004), resulting in an initial soil carbon storage used for model
imulations of 1.75 kg/m2 for all treatments. Daily meteorological
ata were also available from the site for 1989–2002.

.2. Modeling approach

We extended the model structure of the two-storage Intro-
uctory Carbon Balance Model (ICBM) by adding an inert pool
Fig. 3). Here, we define “inert” as essentially stationary over the
uration of the simulation period. We treat this as a model param-
ter that is determined with calibration, and not specified a priori.
dditionally, the model had four other calibration parameters that
etermined rate constants for model fluxes (Table 2). These five
odel parameters were estimated for each calibration in this study
sing methods for uncertainty analyses described below.
The scale factor, r, in model flux equations (Fig. 3) is a rela-

ive index of climate-dependent decomposer activity. It is intended
o provide model portability to differing climatic regions. We
alculated r off-line using daily-step soil water balance and temper-
either crop residues or manure. The net young pool, Y, contained separate storages
for the two input types, each with a humification factor, hi . A fraction of the initial soil
organic carbon content was assumed effectively inert over the simulation period.
Fluxes out of Y and O pools (diagonally upward arrows) are to the atmosphere.

ature estimations, coupled to equations relating these soil climate
parameters to net biological activity as described in Andrén et al.
(2007). Daily time series results for r were averaged over annual
or bi-annual intervals, depending on the simulation dataset, such
that each simulation time interval had a characteristic activity fac-
tor based on the available climatic data. Following the approach of
Andrén et al. (2007), r was treated as a relative measure of decom-
poser activity where the SLU-Ultuna site in Sweden was taken as
the reference condition. By definition then, the long-term aver-
age r value for SLU-Ultuna was normalized to 1.0, but there was
inter-annual variability (� = 0.12, Fig. 1). Calculations for Machang’a
were also normalized to the Swedish site and had a 13-year aver-
age value of r = 2.5, also with both annual and seasonal variability
(� = 0.54 and 0.39, respectively; Fig. 2). In general, the higher value
at Machang’a suggested approximately 2.5 times higher rate of
decomposition of SOC at Machang’a than at Ultuna.

The governing differential equations for ICBM (see Appendix A)
were coded as finite difference equations. Simulations were con-
ducted at time steps appropriate to the available data at each site.
The modeling time step was annual for the Ultuna data, and sea-
sonal (two-per-year: March–August and September–February) for
the Machang’a data. Initial conditions for total soil carbon were
treated as fixed constants in all simulations with values as dis-
cussed above for each study site. These initial total carbon stocks
were apportioned to initialize O and Y pools in the ICBM structure

(Fig. 3) using steady-state storage ratios from closed-form solutions
of the ICBM equations (Appendix A) after the inert fraction in each
simulation (the model parameter I) was subtracted.

Five calibration case studies were investigated (Table 3). All
were conducted with uncertainty analyses as described in the next
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Table 2
Summary of model parameters for calibration and their feasible ranges.

Symbol Name Units Feasible range

kY Rate constant for young carbon year−1 0.4–1.0
kO Rate constant for old carbon year−1 0.001–0.1
hC Humification coeff. for crop residues 0.0–1.0
hM Humification coeff. for manure – 0.0–1.0

I Inert SOC storage kg/m2 0.0–4.5 (Ultuna)
0.0–1.7 (Machang’a)

Table 3
Summary of calibration case studies, ranges of tested GLUE acceptance criterion, and minimum identified RMSE for each case study from all Monte Carlo realizations.

Dataset Case Data interval Calibration parameters RMSE criterion (g/m2) Min RMSE (g/m2)

SLU
Frame

1 1956–1991 5 0.18–0.28 0.167
2 1956–2007 5 0.19–0.30 0.184
3 1956–2007 4 (I fixed) 0.19 0.184
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Machang’a 4 1989–2002

Combined
5 1956–2007 (SLU)

1989–2002 (Mach.)

ection. The first case study revisited the original ICBM calibration
o the SLU Frame Trial data (Andrén and Kätterer, 1997). The sec-
nd case study examined the information value (in the context of
arameter identification for ICBM) of an additional 16-year data
rom the Frame Trial. The third case study examined the impact
f prior knowledge, here treated as uncertain knowledge, in the
ize of the inert pool, I, on ICBM parameter identification to the
xtended Frame Trial data. The fourth case study examined para-
etric uncertainty for model calibration with the Machang’a field

rial data. The last case study examined how information in both
atasets could be used to simultaneously constrain model parame-
ers. Here, we allowed for seven degrees of freedom for calibration:
Y, kO, hC were treated as joint parameters between datasets, while
M and I were treated as site-specific parameters. It is reasonable to
xpect that inert storage could be quite different amongst regions
Falloon et al., 1998). The humification factor, hM, was also treated
s site-specific based on evidence that the two manure treatments
t Machang’a did not produce significantly different response in
OC (Kihanda et al., 2005), which we judged as an unusual and
ifficult to explain response.

.3. Calibration and uncertainty analysis

The uncertainty analysis was the Generalized Likelihood Uncer-
ainty Estimation (GLUE) method (Beven and Binley, 1992; Beven
nd Freer, 2001; Beven, 2009). Generally speaking, GLUE is a non-
tatistical Monte Carlo procedure that utilizes threshold screening.
lausible prior boundaries were defined for ICBM model param-
ters (Table 2). These prior ranges allowed the Monte Carlo
rocedure to search turnover times of 1–2.5 years for the Y pool
nd 10–1000 years for the O pool; the full fractional range of 0–1
or hC and hM parameters; and a range of inert carbon storage from
ero to just below the initial condition at each site. Multiple random
ealizations of parameter sets were drawn within these bound-
ries. ICBM was run for each realization and time series responses
n all treatments were simulated based on initial conditions and the
arameter set. A performance measure was calculated to compare
imulated SOC time series to data observations. Here, we utilized
he root mean square error (RMSE) of simulated and observed val-

es. GLUE is flexible in the choice of performance measure and it is

mportant to recognize that the use of other performance indices,
uch as a model efficiency measure (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) or
imits of acceptability approach (Liu et al., 2009), could yield dif-
erent insights and even slightly different results than presented
0.21–0.28 0.202

7 0.21 0.193

here. A user-defined threshold was applied based on RMSE scores
to retain simulations and parameter sets for post-processing that
had RMSE scores below the threshold criteria. Simulations with
RMSE scores above the threshold were discarded. Post-processing
included calculating distribution functions for the accepted param-
eter sets and calculating upper and lower boundaries on sets of time
series simulations.

The parameter space of each case study (Table 3) was explored
with a series of GLUE calibrations, each conducted with thresh-
old criteria starting just above the lowest achieved RMSE for each
case study and then incrementing in steps of 0.01 kg/m2. Note that
this increment (0.01 kg/m2) is between 2 and 15% of annual C loads
(crop residues plus manure) applied at either experiment (Table 1),
and is less than 1% of SOC store in the upper 20 cm of either of these
experiments (Figs. 1 and 2). The resulting sequence of parameter
distributions and time series boundaries provided insights into the
shapes and characteristics of the ICBM parameter space as con-
ditioned by these data. The number of Monte Carlo runs for each
calibration was limited to either 50 million total, or N = 250 in the
set of accepted model runs.

3. Results

3.1. Frame trial calibrations (Cases 1 and 2)

Uncertainty bounds for time series simulations of the Frame
Trial data using all data (Case 2) were different depending of thresh-
old used and treatment considered (Fig. 4). When a smaller part of
the data set was used (Case 1) the results were in general within
or quite close to the bounds of the Case 2 RMSE < 0.19 kg/m2 sim-
ulations, with the exception of the FYM treatment (Fig. 4). For this
treatment the 16-year additional time series data seemed to pro-
vide additional constraint on simulations and model parameters
(discussed more below).

Zigzag patterns in some treatment responses resulted from
simulation of biennial carbon amendments in those treatments
(Table 1). Uncertainty bounds decreased with more selective (i.e.
lower RMSE thresholds) GLUE criteria (Fig. 5). Approximately 90%
of the 1956–2007 data (n = 94) were covered by GLUE uncer-

tainty bounds using an RMSE < 0.27 kg/m2 acceptance threshold,
(Figs. 4 and 5). This acceptance threshold (T < 0.27 kg/m2) was
greater than the mean uncertainty in the observed data between
treatment replicates (0.14 kg/m2), suggesting contributions to pre-
dictive uncertainty beyond stochasticity in data observations from
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Fig. 4. Time series simulations of the SLU Frame Trial data with uncertainty
bounds. For clarity, responses for only four of six treatments are shown. The
four shaded bands indicate respective uncertainty intervals for 90% data coverage
(RMSE < 0.27 kg/m2) from the 1956–2007 Case 2 calibration. The dashed line pairs
within these shaded bands indicate tightened uncertainty bounds for respective
treatments with the GLUE acceptance threshold set at RMSE < 0.19 kg/m2. Red lines
indicate the best observed simulation for the 1956–1991 Case 1 calibration, includ-
ing forward prediction (1992–2007). Uncertainty bounds for the Case 1 calibration
are not shown for clarity, but were approximately as wide as the Case 2 bounds.

Fig. 5. Coverage of SOC data by GLUE uncertainty bounds as a function of RMSE
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Fig. 6. Time series of model residuals from the Case 2 calibration with lowest
RMSE. Average residuals were approximately 0 kg/m2 in Fallow, +N + straw, and
FYM treatments, and 0.10, 0.12, and −0.14 kg/m2 in noN, +N + straw, and noN + straw
treatments, respectively.

Table 4
Covariance structure of ICBM parameters expressed as correlation coefficients (R)
from Case 2 (T < 0.19) and Case 3 (T < 0.19) GLUE calibrations. Cells to the upper right
of the diagonal show Case 1 covariance; cells to the lower left show Case 3.

R kY kO hC hM I

kY 1.0 0.05 0.58 0.37 0.00
kO 0.16 1.0 0.78 0.89 0.92

3.2. Hypothetical impact of supplemental data (Case 3)
hresholds for Cases 1, 2, and 4 calibrations, and acceptance rate of retained sim-
lations and parameter sets (secondary y-axis). The blue dotted lines refer to the
econdary y-axis, where symbols used are the same as in the legend.

odel structure and/or input data. After 51 years, simulated predic-
ive bands for 90% data coverage ranged between 0.6 and 1.3 kg/m2

n width. Thus, a prediction of a subsequent year’s value of SOC (e.g.
008) could be estimated with this uncertainty.

An acceptance threshold of RMSE < 0.19 kg/m2 was within
.006 kg/m2 of the lowest identified error in any Case 2 simulations
Table 3). The uncertainty bands at this threshold were indeed nar-
ower than at RMSE < 0.27, but still demonstrated approximately
.25 kg/m2 of predictive uncertainty after 51 years simulation
Fig. 4). A smaller uncertainty band such as this would be more
ppropriate to use to predict the central tendency of long-term
ime series predictions, with the knowledge that most annual pre-
ictions would likely lie outside these bounds.

Residuals from ICBM simulations of the Frame Trial data were
ot random in structure (Fig. 6). Most notably, simulation of three
reatments (i.e. noN, +N-straw, noN + straw) exhibited mean bias
n the order of 0.10–0.14 kg/m2. Autocorrelation in residuals was
enerally small (R2 < 0.14). However, there were some notable com-
onalities in residual structure amongst treatments. In particular,

esiduals in the noN and +N-straw treatments were highly corre-
ated (R2 = 0.62) and most treatments shared a similar cyclic pattern

n residuals during 1989, 1991, and 1993. Uncertainty estimation

ith GLUE is robust to complexities such as these in residuals,
s the method is fundamentally non-statistical. But these struc-
ures could impact the use of alternative methods for uncertainty
hC 0.78 0.57 1.0 0.88 0.72
hM 0.64 0.59 0.77 1.0 0.63
I 0.14 0.87 0.35 0.42 1.0

analysis, which we will discuss later.
Minor differences were evident in conditioned probabilities for

ICBM parameters between Cases 1 and 2 calibrations (Fig. 7). Dis-
tributions for kY, kO, I, and hC parameters were largely similar
between Cases 1 and 2 across a range of RMSE acceptance thresh-
olds (Fig. 7a–d). The manure humification factor, hM, seemed to be
the parameter most clearly affected by the additional data in the
Case 2 calibration. The lower range for hM in Case 2 calibrations
compared to Case 1 (Fig. 7e) were consistent with the lower range
of simulated SOC values when ICBM was calibrated to the extended
time series (Fig. 4). There was also substantial covariance exhibited
between kO, I, hC, and hM parameters in the accepted parameter
sets (Table 4). The strongest covariant relationship in the Case 2
calibration existed between kO and I (R = 0.92). In general, covariant
relationships were more defined (in addition to sharper parameter
distributions) with more selective threshold criteria (Fig. 7f).

In general, there was high uncertainty in parameter distribu-
tions, even at the lowest ranges of accepted RMSE scores. For
instance, the covariance of kO and I from the most selective Case
2 calibrations (RMSE < 0.19 kg/m2) covered a factor-of-four range
in kO and a plausible range of 0–60% for the inert fraction of SOC
at the site (Fig. 7f). Recall that the Case 2 calibration assumed no
prior information was available on the inert SOC at the site. Also
recall that the RMSE < 0.19 kg/m2 criteria was near optimal—just
0.006 kg/m2 greater than the lowest achieved RMSE with any of
our Case 2 Monte Carlo realizations (Table 3). This very small dif-
ferential is arguably well within uncertainties in the SOC data itself
(Fig. 1), as well as the uncertainties in carbon inputs (Table 1). Also
note that the kY parameter was not well defined in any case study
(Fig. 7a), suggesting low information value in the multi-year inter-
val data to support calibration of turnover rates in the Young pool
in the ICBM.
If information were available to bound prior knowledge of the
inert SOC content of the Frame Trial soils, then the uncertainty
in the remaining ICBM model parameters could be reduced. As a
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F rial data (Cases 1–3) with the GLUE method. Two distributions each are shown for Cases
1 ase 2 RMSE < 0.27 results represent parameter distributions for approximately 90% cover
o ults represent the upper echelons of the respective parameter spaces, in close proximity
t et 90% of data and can be compared to the Case 2 RMSE < 0.27 results.
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ig. 7. Probability densities for ICBM parameters after conditioning to the Frame T
and 2 calibrations over a range of RMSE thresholds. The Case 1 RMSE < 0.25 and C
f respective data observations. The Case 1 RMSE < 0.18 and Case 2 RMSE < 0.19 res
o the lowest achieved RMSE values (Table 3). The Case 3 RMSE < 0.27 results brack

ypothetical example, if the model parameter I was believed to
ie roughly in the vicinity of 1.5–2.0 kg/m2 (range indicated with
rrows in Fig. 7c), then resultant parameter distributions tightened
Fig. 7b, d and e) and covariant relationships changed (Table 4) in
he remaining model parameters. Although not shown in Fig. 7b,
he corresponding range for kO at RMSE < 0.19 resulting from this
ypothetical information would be 0.14–0.22 year−1, a substantial
eduction in uncertainty compared to the Case 2 calibration that
ssumed no prior information on I.

.3. Machang’a calibrations (Case 4)

Results of calibration to the Machang’a dataset using the same
ethods were largely complimentary to the Frame Trial results.

efore detailing comparisons though, it is important to keep in
ind that the Machang’a dataset is shorter than the Frame Trial

ata presented here (13 years compared to 51), and that all of the
achang’a data (12 observations after startup, Fig. 2) occur within

n interval where there was only one observation in the Frame Trial
Fig. 1).

The lowest achieved (near optimal) RMSE errors in the
achang’a and Frame Trial simulations were within 10% of each

ther (Table 3). It follows then that the widths of uncertainty bands
n time series simulations were comparable between Cases 2 and 4
alibrations at comparable threshold criteria (compare the lowest
MSE threshold bands in Fig. 8 at 2002 to those in Fig. 4 at 1969).
esiduals for the Machang’a time series simulations also exhib-

ted bias in some treatment simulations (e.g. Control treatment,

ig. 8). In terms of model parameter distributions, the distribution
f kO from the Machang’a calibration was longer tailed but largely
oincident to the kO distribution from the Case 2 Frame Trial calibra-
ion (Fig. 9b); the hC parameter distributions were also very close
Fig. 9d); the covariant relationship between kO and I in accepted
Fig. 8. Time series simulations with uncertainty bounds for two of the six treatments
at Machang’a. The remaining four treatments were overlapping and not shown for
clarity.

solutions was almost equally strong (R2 = 0.79, Fig. 9f) to Case 4;
and the plausible range of inert SOC was also quite wide (0–70% of
the assumed initial condition).

There were also several notable differences between Cases 2
and 4 results. As we expected, the calibrated range for the humi-
fication coefficient, hM, was lower when ICBM was conditioned
to the Machang’a dataset (Fig. 9e). Recall that there was no sig-
nificant difference in response between 5 and 10 t/year manure
treatments in the Machang’a trials (Kihanda et al., 2005). In the
context of modeling these data with the ICBM, GLUE results sug-

gested that reducing additions of manure inputs to the Old storage
(or essentially increasing oxidation) was the most effective path-
way to jointly simulating treatment responses with common model
parameters. It was also not possible to bracket 90% of the Machang’a
data in an effective way with GLUE uncertainty bands (Fig. 5). This
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ig. 9. Parameter distributions for lowest RMSE thresholds tested for Cases 2 (RM
hose shown in Fig. 7 and are repeated here to establish a relative reference. Two dis
arameters in the joint Case 5 calibration.

eemed to be due largely to the relatively high biases in model
esiduals in the C and B1 treatment (Table 1) simulations, compared
o the low overall differentiation between Machang’a treatment
esponses (Fig. 2). However, it is important to note that the manure
reatment at the Frame Trial was also not differentiated from other
reatments 10-year after startup (1966 data in Fig. 1), and that a
otable difference was not observed in the Frame Trial until the
ext data point at 18 years, 5 years later than the whole the duration
f the Machang’a field trial.

.4. Combined calibration (Case 5)

Here, we tested one GLUE run using an RMSE < 0.21 kg/m2

hreshold to demonstrate the potential for conditioning model
arameters to multiple datasets simultaneously. Joint calibration to
he Machang’a and Frame Trial datasets was successful when some
arameters were treated as global (kY, kO, hC) and others treated as
ite-specific (hM, I) (Fig. 9). Distributions were wider in some of the
oint parameters, such as kO, since the RMSE criteria was less limit-
ng in the joint calibration than for the separate dataset calibrations
Fig. 9b).

. Discussion

Calibration of the ICBM with uncertainty analysis has provided
umerous insights. We have demonstrated an alternative method

or calibration of SOC or similar models using a selective Monte
arlo procedure. This methodology has provided information about
he model parameter space (Figs. 7 and 9) and uncertainty bounds
n future model predictions (Figs. 4 and 8), an effective method for
valuating impacts of different data durations and types on param-

ter uncertainties (Fig. 7), a means to evaluate model performance
cross different climatic regions (Fig. 9), and a means to jointly and
n principle more robustly calibrate model parameters to multiple
atasets simultaneously (Fig. 9). It seems likely this method would
ave benefits for use with other SOC models and datasets as well.
19), 4 (RMSE < 0.20), and 5 (RMSE < 0.21). The Case 2 distributions are identical to
ions are shown for Case 5 in frames (c) and (e), as these were treated as site-specific

In terms of time series simulations, the results presented herein
(Figs. 4 and 8) compare favorably to past efforts with both datasets.
The Frame Trial data (1956–1991) were originally simulated with
ICBM assuming zero inert storage (Andrén and Kätterer, 1997).
Petersen et al. (2005) revisited calibration using extended time
series (1956–1999), the five-pool CN-SIM model, and an assump-
tion of a 41% inert fraction in SOC storage. Their results (Petersen et
al., 2005) appeared to exhibit similar simulation errors and residual
structures as our results here (Fig. 6), despite the more-complicated
model structure. Previous simulations of the Machang’a field tri-
als using APSIM (Micheni et al., 2004) and RothC (Kamoni et al.,
2007a,b) models assumed inert carbon fractions of 50% and 17%,
respectively. Simulation results from these efforts appeared ade-
quate, but seemed to demonstrate larger errors than shown here
with ICBM. In general, these observations fall in line with previ-
ous observations that more-complicated model structures do not
necessarily improve simulations of soil carbon (i.e. decrease errors)
in field trial data (Traore et al., 2008). However it is important to
note that systematic patterns in error residuals that we observed
may still be the result of inherent errors in model structure. The
sub-model for the relative climate factor contains several parame-
ters and a different model for estimating r may have reduced this
pattern in the residuals. Additionally, various microbial efficiency
parameters may also be hidden behind the remaining discrepan-
cies. We fully welcome future studies with a combination of model
structures and number of parameters to investigate additional pos-
sible explanations to current available long-term data sets using
available uncertainty methods.

Modeling and initializing inert pools in SOC models has been a
topic of considerable interest in recent years (e.g. Falloon et al.,
1998, 2000; Puhlmann et al., 2006; Zimmermann et al., 2007).

Falloon et al. (1998,2000) provided a means to estimate the size
of inert pools based on size of the initial condition of soil organic
carbon at a site. However those regressions were not so useful here,
as their 95% confidence intervals covered a range of approximately
95% and 65% of the initial soil organic content at the Frame Trail and
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achang’a sites, respectively. There has also been some debate as to
f initial soil carbon pools from laboratory fractionation can be pre-
isely related to initial conditions in SOC models (Paul et al., 2006).
ere, we have shown that even uncertain information on an inert
ool (albeit less uncertain than estimates according to Falloon et al.,
998) were valuable to reduce uncertainties in model parameters.
ur use of the GLUE method provides a template for meaningfully

ncorporating this type of fuzzy information into other and future
OC model calibrations.

One subject in this study was the effective RMSE threshold
alue for each case study that provided coverage of 90% of data
bservations with GLUE-estimated time series uncertainty bounds.
nother subject was in parameter distributions at the upper eche-

ons of the model parameter space, which we functionally defined
ere as the first RMSE increment (within 0.01 kg/m2) above the

owest achieved RMSE scores in a particular case study. One of the
rincipal characteristics of the model parameter space that was
emonstrated herein was the non-uniqueness and in fact wide-
anging values of model parameter sets in the vicinity of optimal
MSE scores (Figs. 7 and 9, Table 3). In general, most parame-
er distributions were not sharply peaked in the regions of lowest
chieved RMSE scores, but instead rather flat with high covariance.
his is not a unique characteristic to ICBM or these data, and in
act has been previously demonstrated in numerous studies with

odels of similar complexity and beyond (e.g., Beven and Freer,
001; Juston et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2009). Beven (2006) has termed
his condition equifinality, and defined it as an inability to mean-
ngfully distinguish one single “best” parameter set given inherent
ncertainties and errors in available data and model structures and
ypical over-parameterization in model structures. The principle of
quifinality leads directly to the notion that multiple parameter
ets provide equally feasible representations of the system. Here,
e demonstrated feasible representations of the Frame Trail and
achang’a datasets with rate constants varying by a factor-of-four

r more and inert soil carbon content varying between 0 and 60%
Fig. 9). Indeed, this equifinality is also apparent in closed-form
teady-state solutions to the ICBM governing equations (Appendix
). Covariance between similar model parameters has also been
reviously identified by Bostick et al. (2007) in a dynamic two-
torage model but the GLUE results shown here seem to more
learly elucidate this relationship. Petersen et al. (2005) also dis-
ussed high sensitivity in CN-SIM model to inert pool assumptions.
alloon et al. (2000) investigated the impacts of inert pool assump-
ions on RothC model predictions, but they did not consider that
ate constants and inert pool assumptions might be intertwined.
t seems likely to us that a strong covariance would be discovered
etween inert pool assumptions and longer-term rate constants in
ther more-complicated SOC models as well, including RothC, Cen-
ury, APSIM, and CANDY, if the calibration of these models were
e-evaluated with Monte Carlo methods such as GLUE.

The addition of 16 years additional data in the Frame Trial time
eries beyond the “original” 35-year time series provided only
arginal refinement to model parameter relationships (Fig. 7). It

ppeared the most substantial refinement was related to simu-
ating the manure (FYM) treatment. Interestingly, it was also the

anure treatments at Machang’a that raised some flags in our sim-
lations due to their non-significant treatment responses (Kihanda
t al., 2005). Although we cannot conclude with certainty due to
iffering data set lengths and data densities, it seems that these
ndings suggest a possibility for improving the manure response

n the ICBM.

Lastly, statistical methods for uncertainty analysis provide a

ounterpoint to the non-statistical GLUE method and should be
topic of future research for calibrating soil carbon models to

eld trial data. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analysis using
ayesian inference is a formal statistical technique that has gained
ng 221 (2010) 1880–1888 1887

popularity in hydrological and forest modeling applications (e.g.
Kuczera and Parent, 1998; Van Oijen et al., 2005; Svensson et
al., 2008; Klemedtsson et al., 2008). One complication is that for-
mal error models used in these methods require assumptions on
model residuals such that they are independent and with Gaussian
distribution. There has been recent research focused on achiev-
ing these conditions with time series data and autocorrelated
residuals in hydrological models using Box–Cox transformations
and an autoregressive error model (e.g., Yang et al., 2007). Here
however, we identified bias in residuals that were not consis-
tent amongst parallel time series simulations of experimental
treatments (Figs. 6 and 8). This is an interesting condition (i.e., con-
structing a formal error model for parallel simulations each with
different error structure) and one that may require further investi-
gation before probabilistic uncertainty methods could be used with
confidence for calibrating SOC models to multi-treatment field trial
data.
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Appendix A.

The governing differential equations for ICBM are (Andrén and
Kätterer, 1997):

dY

dt
= i − kY rY (A.1)

dO

dt
= hkY rY − kOrO (A.2)

where state variable and parameter definitions are given in Fig. 3
and Table 2.

The total SOC in the upper 20 cm is the sum of young, old and
inert pools (Fig. 3):

T = Y + O + I (A.3)

Using long-term average values for carbon inputs (i) and climate-
dependent scale factor (r) and a weighted mean for the humification
factor (h), the closed-form solution for total SOC in the upper 20 cm
can be expressed as:

TSS = i(1/kY + h/kO)
r

+ I (A.4)

The relative proportions of Y and O in steady-state are:

YSS

OSS
= kO

h kY
(A.5)
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